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Abstract. Two-phase locking is a standard method for managing concurrent transactions in database systems. In order to guarantee good recovery properties, two-phase locking should be strict, meaning that locks
can be released only after the transaction's commit or abort. In this paper
we show that even exclusive locks can be released immediately after the
commit request has arrived, without sacri cing any important recovery
properties. This optimization is especially useful if the commit operation
takes much time compared with the other actions, as for main-memory
databases, or if the commits are performed in batches.
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Introduction

When several transactions operate concurrently on the same database, a mechanism is needed for controlling the concurrency in order to guarantee correctness.
That is, we have to ensure that when transactions are run concurrently the consistency of the database is preserved as if the transactions would be run serially.
As to concurrency, the formal correctness is based on the notion of serializability,
meaning that the interleaved mode of operation has the same result as when the
transactions are run one by one.
The most widely used strategy for scheduling concurrent transactions is based
on locking. The scheduler locks a data item before a transaction may access it,
and no other transaction may access the data item before the lock has been
released. Locks are often divided into exclusive and shared locks; several transactions may hold a shared lock on a data item but when one holds an exclusive
lock no other transaction may hold any (shared or exclusive) lock on the same
data item. In two-phase locking [4], once the scheduler has released the lock for a
transaction, it may not subsequently obtain any more locks for that transaction
on any data item. It has been shown [13] that two-phase locking is a most general
locking strategy that guarantees serializability when the set of transactions may
change dynamically.
In addition to guaranteeing serializability the scheduler must reject interleavings that are not recoverable. That is, if a transaction aborts, we must be able
to reconstruct the situation we would have arrived at if the aborted transaction
had not existed. Moreover, for practical reasons, it is advisable that aborting one
transaction does not cause other transactions to abort, i.e., cascading aborts are

avoided, and that recovering can be based on so called before images of data
items [1]. This leads to the requirement that two-phase locking should be strict
[1], meaning that no lock may be released before the transaction's commit or
abort has been processed.
There are some obvious cases in which transaction processing according to
the rules of strict two-phase locking is too restrictive. In main memory databases
[2, 3] no disk accesses are needed for normal reads and writes but, because of
possible failures, in commit the changes must be stored into a disk le. Thus
performing the commit action is considerably more costly than the other actions,
and much more concurrency would be allowed when all locks could be released
immediately after the commit request has arrived. Another situation in which
this early releasing of locks would be very bene cial is when the group commit
optimization [6, 8] is applied, i.e., several commits are collected and performed
as a batch.
In this paper we shall investigate in detail how good recovery properties can
be retained in conjunction with early releasing of locks. In particular, we shall
show that for transaction failures, caused for example by deadlocks, strict executions can be guaranteed. For aborts caused by system failures no such guarantee
can be obtained, but even then a recoverable execution can be achieved.
The results have been derived in a formal model in which we have added
a new action, called the commit request action, into the set of possible transaction steps. We require that the commit request action appears as the second
last step in transactions that end with the commit action. Our results say that
recoverability is always preserved for early releasing of locks. Moreover, for all
aborts that are not preceded by the commit request the strict behaviour can
be guaranteed. If an abort occurs after the commit request strictness cannot be
guaranteed, and we suggest that in such cases all active transactions are aborted.
It should be noted that it is a very rare, though possible, to have an abort after
the commit request (e.g., due to a system crash). An abort caused by a deadlock
or requested by the application cannot occur after the commit request has been
received.
The idea of early releasing of locks is not entirely new. Similar ideas have
been used in main-memory databases and some prototypes [3, 5, 8, 9]. Other
related work includes [12], where algorithms are given for determining when it
is safe to unlock entities while the transaction is still active, and [11], where
commit ordering is used in heteregeneous distributed databases. However, no
formal presentation of the ideas has previously been available.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 de ne the transaction
and execution model. Section 4 is the main contribution of this paper; partially
strict histories are de ned, and it is proven that they maintain recoverability
and do not cause cascading aborts except in rare situations that can be handled
specially. Section 5 de nes partially strict two-phase locking, and proves that it
only accepts partially strict histories. Implementation alternatives for commit
ordering are analyzed. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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Transaction Model

A transaction T is a nite sequence of actions of the form Read[x] (denoted R[x])
or Write[x] (denoted W [x]), where x is an element of a set of data items. For a
given data item x there is at most one R[x] and at most one W [x] in a transaction.
A committed transaction is a transaction followed by a special symbol c, and an
aborted transaction is a transaction followed by a special symbol a. In the sequel,
by the term transaction we mean a committed or an aborted transaction. By
Ri [x], Wi [x], ci , and ai we denote actions of transaction Ti .
Notice that our model slightly di ers from that of [1]. For simplicity, we
de ne transactions and histories as total orders of steps, but our results can be
derived also in the more general model of [1] where they are partial orders.
Let  = fT1 ; : : : ; Tn g be a set of transactions. A complete history of  is an
ordering of the actions of all of the transactions of  , with the actions within
each transaction in the prescribed order. In other words [10], a complete history
of  is an element of the shue of  meaning the set of all sequences obtained
by interleaving the sequences T1 ; T2; : : : ; Tn. A history is a pre x of a complete
history. A complete history is serial if, for every two transactions Ti and Tj
appearing in H , all actions of Ti precede all actions of Tj , or vice versa.
Let H be a history of  = fT1; : : : ; Tn g. We say that transaction Ti is committed (resp. aborted) in H , if ci (resp. ai ) appears in H . Transaction Ti is active
in H if it is neither committed nor aborted. Given a history H , the committed
projection of H , denoted C (H ), is the history obtained from H by deleting all
actions that do not belong to transactions committed in H . Two actions of H
are said to con ict if they both are associated with the same data item x and at
least one of them is W [x].
The serialization graph for history H of  , denoted SG(H ), is a directed graph
whose nodes are the transactions of  that are committed in H and whose edges
are Ti ! Tj , Ti 6= Tj , where Ti has an action that precedes and con icts with
an action of Tj in H . A history H is called (con ict-)serializable if SG(C (H )) =
SG(Hs ) for some serial history Hs .
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Recoverable Histories

Let H be a history of a transaction set fT1; T2 ; : : : ; Tn g. We say that action Ri [x]
in Ti reads from Wj [x] in Tj in H [1], if H is of the form
: : : Wj [x] Ri [x] : : : ;

where does not contain aj or any Wk [x] except possibly when also contains
ak (the abort action of transaction Tk ). We say that transaction Ti reads from
transaction Tj in H , if for some Ri [x] and Wj [x], Ri [x] reads from Wj [x] in H .
A history H is not recoverable [1] if it is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Ri [x] : : : ci : : : ;

where Ri [x] reads from Wj [x] and cj does not occur in H . Otherwise, H is
recoverable.
In other words, history H is not recoverable if it may be followed by aj (the
abort action of transaction Tj ) and the result of transaction Ti is dependent on
transaction Tj but Ti has already committed.
Cascading aborts may occur when a transaction reads from another transaction which will be aborted later. We say that a history H may create cascading
aborts if it is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Ri [x] : : : aj : : : ;
where Ri [x] reads from Wj [x], and ai does not precede aj in H . Otherwise, H
avoids cascading aborts.
In other words, history H may create cascading aborts if transaction Ti reads
from transaction Tj in H and Tj aborts in H but Ti does not end in H .
A history H is not strict if it may create cascading aborts or H is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Wi [x] : : : ;
where transaction Tj has not ended before Wi [x], and some history having H as
a pre x contains aj . That is, it is required that transaction Ti cannot write the
same data item as transaction Tj if Tj has not ended yet and may be aborted
later. Otherwise, history H is strict.
Notice that in practice, of course, an abort may occur for any transaction,
and thus the above requirement that transaction Tj may be aborted later seems
unnecessary. In the next section, however, we want to distinguish between the
case in which an abort is caused by a fairly uncommon system error (such as a
system crash) and the case in which the abort is caused by a normal transaction
failure. Typical transaction failures come from deadlocks, or when the application
wants to abort the transaction.
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Partially Strict Histories

In this section we want to relax the strictness requirement for histories. The idea
is that we want to allow reading and writing from a transaction that has not
committed yet but all other actions have been done and, additionally, a request
for committing the transaction has arrived. Then, normally, the transaction will
commit, and we will prove that the partial strictness obtained in this way will
coincide with the true strictness. In practice, in cases of system crash and some
unusual errors such as the lack of disk space when writing, we cannot guarantee
strict executions. However, these situations are rare, and they can be handled by
simply aborting all active transactions. The necessary recoverability will remain
in all cases, i.e., even when a commit request is followed by an abort.
In our model, we add a new action cR to the set of possible actions of transactions. The action cR meaning the commit request may only occur as the second
last action of a transaction. Always when a transaction ends with the action c
(commit) it must be preceded by cR .

We say that a history H is partially strict if the following three conditions
hold:
(i) whenever H is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Ri [x] : : : ;

where Ri [x] reads from Wj [x], then cj R precedes Ri [x] in H ,
(ii) whenever H is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Wi [x] : : : ;
then aj or cj R precedes Wi [x], and
(iii) whenever ci R precedes cj R in H , then ci cannot occur in H without
preceding cj .

Theorem 1. Partially strict histories are recoverable.
Proof. Let H be a partially strict history. For the sake of contradiction

assume that H is not recoverable. Then, by de nition, H is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Ri [x] : : : ci : : : ;

where Ri [x] reads from Wj [x] and cj does not occur in H . As H is partially
strict, we conclude from condition (i) of the de nition that cj R must precede
Ri [x]. Thus cj R must precede ci R implying by condition (iii) that cj should
precede ci , which is a contradiction. 2
Lemma 1. A partially strict history H avoids cascading aborts, provided
that ai cannot follow ci R in H for any transaction Ti .
Proof. Assume that H may create cascading aborts. Then H is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Ri [x] : : : aj : : : ;
where Ri [x] reads from Wj [x], and ai does not precede aj in H . Now because
Ri [x] reads from Wj [x], we conclude that cj R must precede Ri [x]. Thus, by the
assumption of the lemma aj cannot follow, and we have a contradiction. 2
Theorem 2. A partially strict history H is strict, provided that in no continuation of H (which may be H itself) ai follows ci R for some transaction Ti .

Proof. Lemma 1 implies that, under the assumption of the theorem, partially
strict histories avoid cascading aborts. Then let H be a partially strict history
that avoids cascading aborts. If H is not strict, then H is of the form
and there is a history H

: : : Wj [x] : : : Wi [x] : : : ;
0

: : : Wj [x] : : : Wi [x] : : : aj

that has H as its pre x. Moreover, because H is partially strict, cj R precedes
Wi [x] in H . But by the assumption of the theorem, aj cannot follow cj R , and
we thus conclude that H is strict. 2

We have thus shown that partial strictness coincides with strictness if in
no execution of transactions the abort action follows the commit request action. This result can be interpreted such that when only transaction failures are
present, then the true strictness is obtained through partial strictness. Notice
that in the case of a transaction failure such as a deadlock or when the application wants to abort the transaction the commit request action cannot be
followed by an abort. This means that under partial strictness property we may
well resort to standard recovery strategies when transaction failures occur. For
example, they do not cause other transactions to abort, as by Lemma 1 transaction failures do not cascade. System failures must be handled in a di erent way,
and a straightforward solution is to abort all active transactions when a system
failure occurs.
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Partially Strict Two-Phase Locking

In this section we shall show how partial strictness of histories, together with
their con ict-serializability [1, 10] can be obtained by two-phase locking.
Let T be a transaction. A locked transaction T of T is a nite sequence of steps
containing all actions of T , and instructions Rlock[x], Runlock[x], Wlock[x], and
Wunlock[x] (denoted Rl[x], Ru[x], W l[x], and W u[x]). Moreover, we assume that
R[x] is preceded by Rl[x] or W l[x] and followed by Ru[x] or W u[x], respectively,
and W [x] is preceded by W l[x] and followed by W u[x].
A locking of a transaction set  = fT1; : : : ; Tn g is a set  = fT1; : : : ; Tng
of locked transactions, such that the subsequence of Ti obtained by deleting all
Rl[x], Ru[x], W l[x], and W u[x] steps coincides with Ti . If H is a history of  ,
then H denotes a history of  that has H as a subsequence. If H is a history of
, the locked version of  , then H denotes the history of  obtained from H by
deleting all lock and unlock instructions.
A history H of  is legal, if each Rl[x] is followed by Ru[x] before W l[x] and
each W l[x] is followed by W u[x] before another W l[x] or Rl[x]. A history H of
 is realized or accepted by , if there is a legal history H of  that has H as a
subsequence. A locking  of  is called (con ict-)safe, if all histories of  accepted
by  and projected on committed transactions only are (con ict-)serializable.
A locking  obeys the two-phase locking policy [1, 10] if no transaction of 
is of the form where Rl[x] or W l[x] for some x follows an unlock Ru[y] or W u[y]
for some y. A two-phase locking is strict [1] if all unlock instructions follow the
abort or commit action in all transactions.
Our claim is that strict two-phase locking is unnecessarily restrictive because
locks can be released only after the transaction's commit has been processed. If
the group commit [6] optimization is applied, this would mean quite long delays
because in group commit several transactions' commits are grouped together in
order to save disk writes. We shall show that locks can be released immediately
after the commit request operation. This implies that group commits do not
cause any extra delays in releasing locks compared with processing the commits
one by one.

We say that a two-phase locking is partially strict if all unlock instructions
follow the abort or commit request action in all transactions. Our goal here is
to de ne such a locking which, in addition to the two-phase property, accepts
partially strict histories. An immediate problem is the condition (iii) requiring
that whenever ci R precedes cj R then also ci precedes cj . It is obvious that this
requirement, called the commit ordering, cannot be achieved by using locks on
data items.
Theorem 3. Whenever commit ordering is preserved, a partially strict twophase locking accept only partially strict histories.
Proof. Let H be a history accepted by a partially strict two-phase locking
. Then there is a legal history H of  that has H as a subsequence. Assume
that H is of the form
: : : Wj [x] : : : Oi [x] : : : ;
where Oi [x] denotes either Ri jx] or Wi [x]. Because  is a two-phase locking and
H is legal, we conclude that H is of the form
: : : W lj [x] : : : Wj [x] : : : W uj [x] : : : Oi [x] : : : :

Partial strictness now means that cj R or aj precedes Oi [x] implying that the rst
two conditions of partial strictness are ful lled. By the assumption that commit
ordering is preserved, we conclude that H is partially strict. 2
Our next question is how commit ordering can be implemented. We rst look
at the possibility of using locks. We may introduce into a locking new lock and
unlock instructions that are not identi ed with the data items but with the cR
or c actions or with some speci c locking variables (see, e.g., [10]).
Let  = fT1; : : : ; Tn g be a set of transactions, and let  be its locking. Here
we assume that, in addition to the lock and unlock instructions identi ed with
the data items, a locked transaction may contain steps W l[x] and W u[x] where
x is not a data item. The requirements for a legal history apply also to these new
W l[x] and W u[x] steps but the de nitions for a two-phase locking and strict and
partially strict two-phase locking only apply to lock and unlock steps identi ed
with true data items. We say that  is commit locked if for each transaction T
of  ending with cR c the transaction T is of the form
: : : W l[cR ] cR W l[c]W u[cR ]cW u[c];
where does not contain any R[x] or W [x] action.
Theorem 4. A partially strict two-phase locking  which is commit locked

accepts only partially strict histories.
Proof. By Theorem 3 it is enough to show that  preserves commit ordering.
Let H be a history of the transaction set  obtained from  by deleting all
lock and unlock steps, and assume that H is accepted by . For the sake of
contradiction, assume that H does not preserve commit ordering, i.e., H is of
the form
: : : ci R : : : cj R : : : cj : : : ci : : :

for some transactions Ti and Tj of  . There must be some history H of  that
is legal because  accepts H . But this is clearly impossible because W l[ci R ]
precedes ci R and W l[ci ] precedes ci and W u[ci R ]. Thus we cannot set the lock
W l[cj ] before the action ci followed by W u[ci ]. This means that no H is legal,
and thus we conclude that H preserves commit ordering. 2
In what extent have we realized commit ordering with commit locks? By
Theorem 4 we know that the commit ordering is preserved by commit locks,
but are there valid ordering that are forbidden by commit locks? Actually, using
commit locks only two commit request operations may be present at a time
without processing the next commit. That is, we are able to schedule partially
strict histories
: : : ci 1 R : : : ci 2 R : : : ci 1 : : : ci 3 R : : : ci 2 : : :

but not, for example, histories

: : : ci 1 R : : : ci 2 R : : : ci 3 R : : : ci 1 : : : ci 2 : : : ci 3 : : :

Given a set  = fT1; : : : ; Tng of n transactions we are able to construct a
locking such that all valid orderings of commit request and commit actions will be
realized. The question of how such lockings are constructed is discussed in detail
in [7]. In our setting, however, the construction of such a locking is not feasible
for two reasons. First, the number of locks needed is large (O(n2 )). Second, here
we consider a dynamic situation in which we do not know in advance how many
transactions will arrive.
In practice, however, it is easy to implement the commit ordering by collecting the transactions which have requested to be committed into a queue.
The actual commits are then performed in this order. The group commit can be
implemented such that always when a certain number of commit requests have
arrived the corresponding commits will be done as a batch. Another possibility
is to perform the group commit in certain time intervals when all thus far arrived
and not yet done commit requests form the batch.
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Conclusion

We have de ned a new variation of the strict two-phase locking policy, called
partially strict two-phase locking, that employs early releasing of locks in the
sense that all locks of a transaction are released immediately after its commit
request has arrived. We have proved formally that all accepted histories are
recoverable and, whenever a transaction aborts without a preceding commit
request, the recovery properties of strict two-phase locking are preserved. If a
transaction must be aborted after its commit request (which can only happen
in connection with rare system failures), these properties do not hold and we
suggest that then all active transactions are aborted.
The initial motivation for this research was our analysis and implementation of shadow paging (see e.g. [1]) for managing transactions and recovery in

database systems [14]. Our shadow paging project was motivated by the need of
creating database systems in which recovery would be extremely fast, without
sacri cing much or anything of the desirable properties of a complete database
management system. For eciency reasons, in a system based on shadow paging
concurrent transactions must be handled such that several transactions commit
in a batch. In such an environment, it is important not to hold the transactions'
locks until the whole batch has been processed.
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